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preface 

Except   for land and  other meant- ^n private  peasant  farmi',   not   exceeding 10 t,o stares 

(about  25 actrep) of cultivated  land,   artisanal Workshops,   rmall  inns using family 

labour and   the like,  all   othor  enterprises and  means of production  in Yugoslavia are 

the property cf the nation i.#.   acciai  ownership.     Owing to  the  social ownership of 

the means of production and  sei f-manager.-• "   ii. er/c-rprif-or, •?.; "  other crganizatione, 

there are  neither employers  ncr  employees ir. Yugoslavia.     Therefore,   in this paper, 

as  in the other papere contributed by  the Yugoslav authors,   specific terms are used 

which are  explained below. 

Workers working in an organization are not employées,  they are mutuali. agaoc yates 

through their labour.    Henee,   ¿he   form "ba.--,ic organization of  associated labour" 

(OOUR) should read "simple enterprise",  or,   in relation to a complex enterprise, 

••basic unit". 

A number of simple enterpriser may merge to form an organization of united 

labour (abbreviated OOUR),   i-««   a  larger enterpride consisting of several  simple 

enterprises or basic organizations of associated labour.    The term "enterprise" is 

sometimes replaced by the tent "working organisât ion". 

Simplified translations cf some common Yugoslav terms used in this paper are 

given in the footnotes. 

Sener&l Considerations 

The present development of the forces of production and the scientific, technical 

and technological revolution here led to an ever-increasing concentration of means and 

labour, as well as tc an ever-increasing integration of basic production,  processing 

and marketing with a tendency towards specific techno-feconomic Bysteme, which provide 

the conditions for continual development and higher economic stability of integrated! 

business activities and their individual phases within the uniform business system. 

According to Kautzky,  at a certain level of development of the productive force« 

the union of industry and agriculture becomes a general rule of the entire social 

production.—'     Social development in agriculture is similar to development in industry! 

social needs and conditions necessitate a large socialized production linking agri- 

culture and industry in a firm entirety. 

In the narrower sense of the term, an agro-industrial complex includes: agri- 

culture (primary production);    food industry (secondary and final processing) and the 

-*  K. KautzJçyî   Agramo pitanje "Kultura",  Beograd,  1953 page 2&9 
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marketing of the fooi produces.      ¡"he  integration of agricultural  production and food 

processing is based or. the following correlation: 

- a higher level of the economic development   i«  followed by processes of 

concentration; 

- processes of economic concentration renul       in a concentration of the population; 

- concentration of the population alir   implies a concentration of consumers, 

i.e.  a concentration of demand; 

- concentration of demand requires large-scale  standardizad production; 

- large-scale standardized production requires an organization operating on 

several levels within the  same business complex,   i.e.  vertical  integration. 

Agricultural markets of the traditional type cannot satisfy the new demands of 

industry under such conditions.     It is not adjusted to an industrial rhythm and it 

reacts slowly.    The sole solution Uos in a contractual economy or integration in the 
full sense of the word. 

Integration in Yugoslavia was more intensive i    1965,  following the econosic 

reform.    However,  in 1970,  the process of integration was most intensive in business 

and catering (33.$), followed by agriculture  (31.3$), while integration in industry 
was low (14.25t). 

The concentrated integration of agricultural production with the food industry 

and commerce facilitated the constitution cf several  large-soale agro-industrial 

Systems, within which both private and social agriculture are associated with the 

processing plants and sales network;.    This combination próvidos a permanent base for 

a stable development of the operations of all  the participants under almost equal 
conditions. 

A significant contribution to the concent rax ion and constitution of spec if io afro- 

industrial systems was made by the agricultural combine "Beogradf, coaprisittf forty 

two different complementary organizations throughout Yugoslavia, dating fro« I96Ô 
and earlier. 

Vertical Integration 

It is well-known that vertical integration entails the integration of various 

productions and operations in a single entity. They supplement each other and ars 

interdependent,  representing the individual phases of a single production process. 

The outcome is that with a higher degree of integration,  the difference between 
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the finished products and their wirket -alur increases.     Vhur,   upon the vertical 

integration of an enterprise,   the  net value added during processing increases through 

integration,   a basic material  increase in valuo ar   it  hocemos a finished product. 

Was relationship in manifest  in the  supply of raw and other materials and in the 
delivery of products and services. 

Calculations ,f this relati-nsHir- 1,    h, agro-industrial  system on the agricult- 

ural combine "Beograd" show that the degree of integration achieved in supply is 

relatively high (over 8(#) whereas  it ie lower in delivery. (50jf).     The degree of 

integration in delivery is lower because the value of finished products and services 

is always higher than that of materials which are consumed for their production. 

The degree of integration in some combine operations and organizational units 

can be judged on the oasis of the supply of raw and auxiliary materials and the 

delivery of products.    Agricultural and livestock operations are kighly integrated, 

both in the supply (about 9C$) and delivery sectors (over 8<$).    On ths other hand! 

there are operations and organizational units which buy and sell in small quantities 

on the internal market in the combine.    This group comprises the plant producing 

artificial casings and processing natural casings,  and,   to some degree,  the plant 

processing meat and meat products.    However, the latter plant is tending towards a 

Mgher degree of integration in purchasing operations,  but the degree of integration 
in deliveries is low. 

Operations and organizational units which are highly integrated in both purchase 

and delivery belong to the third group, comprising the dairy processing plant which 

has a highly integrated purchasing plant (99-10$)t  the unrefined vegetable oil 

plant as well as the meat and animi feedstuff plants which rank in an intermediary 

position as integration is high in both purohsee and delivery operations (8O-90?f). 

His Agricultural combine "Beograd" was founded in 1946, at which time it had 

17,000 hectares of land area,  of which 4.800 hectares were arable land. 

Until 1953 the basic activities of the combine were crop-farming and stock- 

breeding    however the intensification of production necessitated the construction 
of processing facilities. 

A further phase of combine development is reached when primary agricultural 

production, processing and the delivery of the finished products to final consumer 
&re merged. 



Integration proeccscB in   ihe comi im- bogan  In  .954,   since  then they have developed 

continuously.     The most  intensive  period -if i integration  in agriculture and the food 

induBtry was from I960 to 1971. 

In that  period,   forty-two enterprise   joined the combine,   whereafter it developed 

into a large business  system,   the organiza+ional units of which wore  located throughout 

the country.     As a result  nf this  iirt^rr.t i  n and   :he  intontii loati^n of the 

production processes,  major techno-eoonomic chancos have  taken place  in the combine, 

contributing to  rapid development of  the most  important  production capacities as 

shown in the  fallowing table. 

Item Unit  of 
Measure 1965 

YEA 
1970 

R 
1973 

Employed workers number 100 315 413 
Ito tal land area hectares 100 31? 369 
Äiaber of cows heads 100 •     182 201 
timber of sows head s 100 443 479 
Production of wheat metric  tons 100 246 3Î7 
Production of 

sugar beet 
metric tons 100 328 443 

Production of milk thousand litres 100 255 291 
Bkport thousand dinars 100 1,375 1,641 
Inoose mil.  dinars 100 .341 507 

AB ft result of the integration process the number of employees increased four- 

fold Uli),  the  agricultural areas threefold (3.6) and revenue fivtfold (5.0) compared 

with 1965. 

Based on the gross revenue of 1972,  the combine ranked eleventh adong the 200 

«ajor economic  enterprises, and it i a the largest agro-industrial complex in 

Yugoslavia. 

An indication of the magnitude of this enterprise is best shown by data relating 

to its dairy herd and production in the socialized sector of Yugoslavia which has 

continued to expand despite the cyclical fluctuations.    The herd has inoreased fcy 

92$ since I966 and milk production by 145$,  the milk yield per cow increasing from 

3,424 to 4,500 litren.     Pho combine's herd represents 18,87^ (as opposed to the 

previous figure of 28.96$) of the cow population of Serbia.    In 1972,  the combine was 

responsible for 26.65$ of the milk production in socially-owned agricultural seotor 

and 44.39$ of the production in Serbia. 

On the ooœbine,  productivity in the milk production soctor was 2.03 hours of labour 
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} for 100 litres of milk,  using milking machines.     Tliose  data,   undoubtedly,   show that  tho 

| combine is the largest milk producer  ,   and by producing more  than thirty various dairy 

I products,   it   supplies Belgrade with atout 90$ of its  total dairy product requirements. 

; Comparative  surveys of the productive and economic  effects aohieved indicate 

: that the development  concept of the  agricultural combine  "Beograd" is being favourably 

realized,  the following advantages having oeen identified hitherto. 

J - complexity of production; 

! - concentration of means; 

- united investment policy; 

I - specialization and possibilities of realization of large-scale production} 

I - united ooncept of the development of delivery and purchase of goods; 

: - concentration of staff and higher application of scientific research work; ani 

î - improvement of workers'  standard of living. 

Constitution and functional structure of the combine. 

The organization of the combine constitutes a systematic entity as on the 

technical, technological and economical whole with the maximum business and «condole 

independence of each component part  (the basic unit [0€tfH]). 

Ine combine,  as a business system, comprises several organizations which deal 

with agricultural and forest production,  business co-oporation with individudal 

producers,   industrial processing,  trade,  tourism and catering operations, aa well 

as rendering various production and consultancy services. 

At the end of 1973» the agricultural combine "Beograd" comprised sixty-seven 

basio organizations of associated labour -'   which, depending on the natura of their 

operations,  are associated in business groups to ensure better co-ordination and 

synchronisation»    Such business groups are: 

- farming and livestock production,  fruit and grape growing with wine production, 

businaes co-operation with individual producers,  industrial processing öf plant 

produots/sugar industry, fruit and vegotable prooessing, animal feedstuff production, 

milling industry, unrefined vegetable cil production,  chocolate industry, graphios 

industry,  industrial processing of animal products (industrial processing of seat, 

production of meat meal and bone meal and bone glue),  industrial processing of silk, 

forest and water management and wood working industry, market,  tourism and catering 

operations, provision of production and other services. 

1/ Basic organisation of associated labour = simple enterprise or baBic unit of a 
oomplex enterprise. 



Upon constitution .,f tho rusino;-r. groups, .VU —ri^id« rrti-n it= given to the 

economic principles and mutual interests of the units and the combine as a whole. 

The organization of the combine can be presented schematically as follows: 

- working post 

- work groups 

- sub-units 

- production units 

- basic organization (OOUR) 

- business group 

- agricultural combine "BccgriJ" 

The agricultural combine »Beograd" 

All tho basic organizations of associated labour in the agricultural combine 

«Beograd« have complote economic independence and in their business relatione in 

Yugoslavia they act as legal and economic entities. 

Mutual rights and obligations of the basic organizations of associated labour as 

«•11 u rights and obligations to   third persons are regulated by an agreement of 

association pertaining to working organizations in the agricultural combine. The 

agreement stresses the unit oo-ordination of basic principles of cavitation and 

distribution of incoas to personal incomes and funds. » 

The principles of calculation and distribution of income and worker remuneration 

proceed from the specific job, work groups through the production unit to the basic 

organisation of associated labour. Worker incentives are based on the productive and 

economic effects achieved, which are quantised on a daily, weekly, monthly or other 

rcoountancy basis, depending upon the type of production processes within a basic 

organisation of associated labour. The criterion of daily worker performance has 

b#en introduoed whereever possible and is adjusted monthly or periodically through 

the income obtained. 

In order to ensure synchronisation of all eeoaomiC trends at combine level, oo«on 

operations of interest to all basic units have been defined! 

- scientific research work; 

- long-term programming, current planning and operational analysis; 

- investments,  current and long-term programming; 

1/ personal  income » wages and salaries;    fund s » savings 
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- aooount-keeping and financial relatione} 

- oomputer processing of finanoiei,  statist-oal and other dataj 

- organisational and personnel natters, matters pertaining to joint organa of 
oan&gement and internal regulations; 

- legal matters or mutual interest} 

- market, tourism and oateringf 

- advertising activity and information of the workers of the combinai 
- land tenure matters 

- housing construction and maintenance 

- occupational safety, fire prevention, safeguards aal national defease. 

Of these oommon services, a special place is taken by the p^ro-eoonomio institute 
whioh deals with» 

- applied, development and fVndeaeatal research in agrtcttlturtl production, food 

industry, forestry, commerce, long-term, medium-term and short-term planning, business 

programmes and other analysée M «ell M completion of stmdiec and projects based on 

the needs of the combine mad other organisations in the oountry tad abroad. 

Management at all organisational level« is carried out by the «taff directly 

througji meetings-end referenda and indirectly through the self-management oonf érenos, 

woikmr« assembly and *** executive organai   to« executive committee, workers' oouncils, 

executive oommittees of tarn basio units «ad tat oouaeil of the unit of associated 
labour* 

Ttoe management and adaunistration systems of the oombine can be 
illy mm follows! 

shown soheawtio- 
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Management Chart 

Self-management conference of 
the combine 

Workers' Assembly of the combine 

Executive committee of the 

Workers' Assembly of the 
combine 

— ••» »   ii 

4 Meeting of workers of OOÖR 
Workers» council of OCUR 

•mmmrn 

ee of OCUR 

~i Meeting of production unit 
mmtmmimmmmmm>mmtimmmm ,,,,„ i „ ,m m i i 

Council of production unit 

Administration Chart 

G General Manager of the oombine Zh 
Deputy General Manager of the 

combine 

Assistants to the General 

Manager of the oombine 
m+m*m—mmmm 

Director of business group 

of OOUBs 

Assistant "to Director of 

business group of OCURs 

Director of OOUR 

Assistant to Director of COIR 

G Manager of production unit H 
Assi Staat to the 

production unit 

of : 
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By the agreement on se If-management and the merging of the basic units into a 

working organization in the agricultural combine "Beograd",  the workers expressed 

their willingness to aerge their work and the socially-owned means they use to 

establish mutual relations with other organizations and to agree on other questions 

of mutual interest  to the basic units and the combine. 

Furthermore,  this agreement establishes the joint organs of management, 

fcollective executive organs and sole business organs,  the way they are elected and 

jconstituted,  their competence and responsibilities. 

; It is provided that the Workers' Assembly be the highest representative organ of 

nit management in the combine and all units are equally represented by each of two 

«legates and their deputies who    are elected to the assembly.    Administrative orgaas 

ffhich perform administrative functions on an independent basis cannot be eleoted. 

! 
I        Delegates participate in the work of the assembly in accordance with the guide» 

ines set by the Moscati' Council of their basic unit and the workers who elected them« 

The workers assembly, as a joint management organ is empowered tot 

a) prepare self-management agreements and other self-management acts and declare 

¡hem accepted and adoptedf 

b) establish and approve, after consideration and acceptance by the basic units, 

Man*    of work, development programmée and measures for implementation of Joint 

»usinées policies as well as regulations pertaining to organization, safeguards, 

rationalisation and technical improvement| 

o) sake decisione on credit obligations at home and abroad, provision of financial 

peans, conclusion   of   agreements, establishment of hanks etc., with the prior consent 

if the basic units; 

d) elect, nominate and recall the president of workers' assembly and his deputies, 

oembers of Ixecitive Committee, General Manager and his deputies and assistants, and 

the secretary of the Worker« community of common businesses and specialised services* 

The executive oommittee is the collective executive organ of the Workers' 

ssembly of the agricultural combine "Beograd" and all the business groups must be 

represented.    It considers drafts and prepares draft agreements, plans, measures and 

ieciBione for the approval by the Workers' Assembly* 

By its internal acts the OCUR regulates the management functions on the basis 

>f the constitution,    was and self-management agreement of the association. 

iL 
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Co-ordination of work is achieved though administration.    The General Manager, ! 

with the co-operation and expert help of the Deputy General Manager, assistant to J 

General Manager,  directors of operations and business groups of the OOURs and the J 

director«, of the OOURs,  co-ordinates work and administers businesses of common interest ! 
to the associated OOURs. j 

The directors of the business groups of the ocURs co-ordinate administration and I 

operations.    The business groups co-ordinat. the implementation of duties in order to 

facilitate the decision« of the joint organs of management,  the collective executive 
and the sole business organ. 

»j 

co 

HIS 

¡oa 

¡o- 

me directors of the OOURs co-ordinate the work of the respective OOURs 

administering their businesses and implementing the decisions of the Workers' oouncil 
in a similar manner, 

t ft* gsneral manager performs the following dutiesi — 

i) Wnmrm that the decisions of Workers' Assembly are implemented and the legal 

regulations of the socio-politicai authorities are appliedf 

ii) Insures that the principles of self-management are applied end participates 

in the work of common self-management through the executive organs, submitting 

pressais and suggestions on specific questions and decisions^ 

Ui) Co-ordinates the work of directors of the business groups and OGUHs through 
joint programmes of work and development j 

iv) Ingres that the organization»« work and operations are improved in oo-op.ratioB 

with the staff and »ther specialised collective organs. 

The general manager is responsible to the Workers» Assembly and, in respect of 

the legmiitr of «ork and the accomplishment of legal obligation», to the co.pet.nt 
organs of socio-political authorities.^ 

«Hie general manager may be recalled before his terms expires 

- if he fail, to observe regulations and rules of self^seaegeaent end other act. 
of the combine; 

- if he rejects for no good reason decisions of the Workers' Assembly} end 

" üiV*0PardiZe8 the COabine °r the 80CU1 C0aBunity b* hiB infitti 

>«f 

work.- 

1/ Socio-political authority . government (local, state or national) 
¿/ Social community • nation. 

Lei: 

Tfil 

.nd 

II 
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Proposals for the recall of the General Manager may be submittod by: 

- organs of 80ci.0-p3liti.cal   organizations -'   upon agreement with their 

organizations   (members* assemblies); 

- executive committee of the agricultural combine "3oogradM; 

- at least ten members of the workers'  assembly and 

- at least two OOURs 

The workers' assembly makes a decision to recall the General Manager by a simple 
äajority. 

The self-management agreement stipulates settlement procedures. 
noil 

amines» policies, pluming rt?irw* yFiTwry 

•i&l 

is 

* 

»nation 

ots 

The common business policies of all the basic organisations are real i «ed through 

economie plans and developing Programms which constitute the basis of the combine's 

msiness «otivities. 

The planning developed in an agro-industrial system such as the agricultural 

sombine "Beogfmd* not only defines current ecomaic activities but it also informs, 

o-ordinates, directs and adjusts. 

Hie proeess of planning and long-term programming is performed through the follow- 
ing kinds of planst 

- long-term development programme s | 

- medium-term development programme s | 

- regional development programmes} 

- annual economic plans, and 

- operational plans. 

• 
The strategy of long-term development of the feasio opération« of the ooabine is 

ined fey means of leaf-ten and medium-torm development programmes, tfcev  further 

TRboration of which is built into the annual economic plans of eaott basic organisation. 

The method of planning and programming is based on the oo-ordinating, directl»g 

ad regulating functions of the économie relations. 

LCÍ! 

IL 
Socio-politioal organisation - trade union, and other political organisations of 
the workers of the ooabine. 
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The function of economic planning lies, in fact, within the organization of 

associated labour, out it doce n. t ir.ply planning autarky for uach •organizational 

component which would load to the co momio dirir.cwjrration ->f the combine. 

In order to eliminate the rìdati ve consequences of both centralized and 
for 

autarkical planning, a model/directed rlining ard programming has been developing 

over the years through the Agn-IJconomic Institute, i.e. itp department for plannings  fe0' 

system ar~ operational analynip. 

-BRI 

i 

1 
The primary duty of the department  is t^ provide the appropriate planning method-    ì 

ology and  the right formation of systematic investigation into the mutual economic 

relations of all  the organizational parts of the combine.    Ulis is done no that no 

unit is confronted with nrre unfavourable operational conditions as this would make 

the association meaningless. 
)r] 

•P< 

The department in a »-operati on with" other" "specialized departments of the 

Institut« also provides the technological, organizational and economic parameters 

and standards needed to balance calculations and the distribution of income amongst    K*. 

Mie basic urite. 

A spec .al role of all the departments in the Institute is the definition of a 

lone-term capital development programme essential to all organizational units interested 

in financing their construction, this applies esp cially to most processing and 

commercial unite in the combine. 

Jbr example, the problem of reconstruction and the expansion capacities of the 

animal feedstuff plants, slaughter houses and dairy plant is not only a problem 

affecting the people working in the units but also those associated with the production 

of meat and milk. A slew-down or technological stagnation and a lack of adequate 

equipment in one sector make the expansion of production and progrese impossible in 

others. Development has been achieved both in the primary production sector and in 

the processing industry, and economic and human relationships within the combine have 

been improving. Instead of restricting oneself to partial and short-term interests of 

oertain organizational units a strategy and business policy has been adopted, whioh 

offers clearly defined permanent relations and improvements in the standard of living 

of all employées. 

Mutual economic relations for the current year are, in fact, regulated by the 

annual economic plans of the OCXJRs through a price policy for products and servioes 

affecting not only internal transfer but also joint marketing operations, direct or 

through specialized units. 

U 

>i] 

to 

r< 

lui 

>m 
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Each year  the  repvlaij.on   jf  thono relati ins  gainR ir. importance f >r tnc combine, 

orticai   integrati "ir. ensure: f.  .-^••.".••.i   -utpi. t    <y  r.U'.icr valu*   v;ith =it¿ ii,crear.ed 

urnovor on the dimortic market,   vrhioh ir. turn e .-ill.' ;'^r .-..-, appropriate LUFìIKìHB 

nlioy and  the   correct  redintrirut i-n    f  incitt.      in    rder  t     roulinu  th-   basic 

oncepts  of a bu^incFs pel icy   reo. jr tin.: tie   individual  and  ociiìmor. interents  of   the 

associate', units, there am three kinds ci orices   for products  ^nd  . ;rvices which 

¡govern    mutual   economic relation;, 

I - Products and serviceB whnpe prieur are  rerulated bj   the market; 

- Products and sendees whose erices ar« guaranteed by  the  state; 

- Products and services  that are exchangeable only within the combine and 

which,  as a rule, do not  appear at thr> market. 
ie governed 

'The value eqiiivalent of mcr,t of the combine's products and servioes/by the market 

jrice which in many cases is contingent upon supply and demand, fluctuations.     In 

>rder to reduce the cyclical changes the economic plan for the current year establishes, 

upon agreement with the interested organizations,  fixed market prices which can be 

id justed by mutual confient. 

Basic agricultural products such as wheat,   inaize,  sugar beet,   sunflower,  fattened 

siga and cattle,  as well as some food products,   euch as milk,  meat, flour,  bread and 

>il, nave guaranteed prices which are determined by the authorized state organs.     They 

lo not always ensure the average revenue     stated     ta th* plan, whereupon solutions 

re sought and prices5 are adjusted. 

iutual economic relations and their regaigtion 

ion 

>nt 

>f 

The basic principles of association between the organizational units are oaaed 

- The longf-term development through joint development prograamesf 

- Pooling of means for the realization of joint programen} 

- Specialization of production, division of labour and improvement of organisation 

of work for more complete and effective co-ordination of interdependent labourj 

- Pooling of means for joint training of workers and implementation of staff 

policy}  and 

- Joint marketing on local and foreign markets. 

In fact,  the aoove principles regulate the mutual economic relations between all 

esic organizations of associatiated labour in the combine.    The complexity of these 

•lations results from functional, technological and economic links which are manifest 
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in the phases and  -terreo  cf tx  ¡-reduction rrc-;-f. 

In fart,   the  degree  ->f  integrity  of  pom?   I inet;  or  .-ntir.-  processor  of production 

ie  so   stressed  that  tnere aro r-^eral   .¿r.itF »hi•-.•••. b-fir. and finish  their production 

cycle withir. H tusir.esr;  ¡\v   IOIL T.  ti,.- come ino  ''live-stcok r roduet im,   farming,   animal 

feedstuff indúctil ,   «te. > 

""here are a number of {XTRc,   the   supply and de'ivery sectors of which are 

directed entirely towards ether organizational partr of the ceratine (dairy plant, 

elaughterhouae,   live-stock production,   trade operations;. 

The exceptionally high complementary character of primary processing and trad« 

operations is reflected art he ever decreasing share cf external sales in the total 

production of the combine,  as shown V.olow: 

Year Total  sale* External  sales 
 ; _  ici 

19*9 100.00 76.9 

1970 lOO.oo 64.9 

1971 100.00 64.4 

1972 100.00 63.1 

1973 100.00 55.9 

As a result of the rapid technological, organizational and economic relationsMpf 

as well as the interdependence of all organizational  componente of the combine,   the 

value of the external   salee it terms of total Rales has dropped because oaly finished 

products aimed at the fianl consumers appear on the «tarsal aarket. 

High-level links require clearer quantification and definition of mutual economic 

relations, but it íB not the case with less complex enterprises which are not 

technologically and economically nutually dependent to that extent. 

Combine relationships are regulated through« 

- Co-ordination of production programmes, l„e.  specialisation; 

- Primary distribution using joint accounting and planned prices} 

- Secondary distribution; 

- Pooling of means and their realization; 

- Regulation of common rights and obligations towards the third persons. 

A clear definition -f the above in economic terme ensures the maintenance and 

improvement of ßoeial and economic integrity cf »1.1 of the organizational co.ponants 

of the combine. 



T. 

,} 

Thr  example   of  the  milk  and  rr.mt  produces and  pneoss-rs demonstrates  the way 
in which  joint  economic   interests arc   »n,   blisrud. 

Ine milk processing industry or tair.s  ,i2-h-y  p, r   Cf:i t  rf  lt;,   ra,v matnriale  from 

I  the  combino  farmP  who ^  productif profitai ilit.v   L,   ,wt  f;,,ranteed  h,y  tho milk r-ricee 

?  determined by the   .tate  organs.     Or.  th,  o..n,r  hf .nd,   t!v   :5iU;  proofing industry 

en oys an above avora^  m to of  «rofitar^Uy  than*.,   rrioutril,-,   te  the  rettilarity of 

raw materials nupply aS weil  a,   u   the  „Undard <TualUy maintained by   the combine 

farms.    Contracting at price« higher th:.n those ^arante-ni to the  milk producers 

(farasj ensures that   the economic  interest  in maintaining and increasing the herd U 

kept  alive,   thuc permitting the processing industry with its large-scale standard 

production to regain competetiv,  in conditions where retail  prices  for milk product«, 
are controlled. 

The production of F€rCerB in 1970-1973 Stagnated in tho whole country as 

profitability was very low,  and losa« often ocourcd owing to discrepancies in feed- 

stuff prices and pig live-weight prices.    Under sr,ch condition,   the economic interest 

xn tho direct profitability of po*cr production would lead te a drop not only in 

fattemi« but also  in breeding stock.    However,   production increased in the cortine 
as can be seen froE the following surveyî 

•^ Mmber of fattened pies 

W° 87,040 
1971 106, ¿OP 
1972 110,93* 
197 * 11C,500 
Index 73/70 i26 

Stopping pig production would »an the elimination of current pig farm loB8e8. 

However, the workers employed in that „«tor have to be employed elsewhere within the 

covins a. their livelihood m*t not be  jeopardized.     Ihe overheads of livestock 

production, which are not lo«, would occur a* a new unenviaaged loss for the cortine 

and would be higher than the current losses in the meat production. 

furthermore,  stepping pig production would mean that sixty-five per cent of the 

wiial feedetuff plant would be unutilized and loE8eB would ale   accrue. 

Ine slaughterhouse would not employ thirty to thirty-five per cent of its 

technical capacities and once again negative consequences would appear. 

Ine coaaercial  sector of the  cosine would not be aole to reach the planned turn- 

er owing to the drop in ea.es of perk,  and fcueiness would be affected negatively. 
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A part cf the ove i he ad r- f Ueno organizational units and common services of the 

combine would have to be redistributed wnich, ir. turn, w~uid reduce economic effectiv- 

eness« 

As can be íuon, in ar. ini •çrrt d system, ;:lrnp;^e^ in cnt production have far- 

reaching consequences whi^.i, t(k,_¡: a:-- K. .vheie, may result in a far higher loss than 

the one  directly 1-routrht ab^ut :n the r" ' ' product i^r. sector. 

Mutual (jcnr^rcic r latios in * he combine are such that tne producer of pexkers 

is not in a.i economically subordinate position, as this production offers associated 

units far îigher «rains than tne rossi/ole lóseos in porker production. 

T
.A  such an economic cyclo, a majority of the products never appear on the market 

er tkey do not even have an established market price, especially in the case of 

primary production (alfalfa, silc-gu, manure, crop by-products, as well as »any by- 

products of the processing plants). 

When determining the price? cf those kinds of producta and services, a criterion 

of average costs is adopted, covering production costs and minimal profits. The 

agreed prices thus established are defined in the economic plan for the currcat year. 

Clearer and economically more adequate criteria for the internal Redistribution 

of income offer a babie for the more effective functioning of the whole system and 

the improvement >f mutual economic relations in th ? combine. 

Co-operation with the individual producers 

Along with the development of its own production and facilities, the combine 

paya epeciai attention to the dovei opinent of business oo-oporation with the individual 

producers. 

i&therto, the concept of development in both private and social agriculture in 

Yugoslavia has shovn the degree of interdependence. The problem of peasant agri- 

culture is not solved by market surpluses of agricultural products, if their 

finalisation through procossirg capacities and supply to the final consumer is not 

provided. A complex technological arid organizational economic link between the 

private and social sector is essential. 

The following nusiness principles conrtitutc the basis of integration! 

- Association of labour and means of farmers on a long-term basis; 

- Definition of long-term production programmes for each holding leading to 
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stability  and permanent  orientation towardF  production   >f specific  products 

on  tho  individu:1.1   eFtnto; 

- Calculation and distribution of  i.n~Oiik.  of  ?.sr .«ciited  farmers and workers 

employed in «p*. cialized organizational units  of  the combine in proportion to 

their contribution; 

- Extended production on pri-atc hold-n^E effected in rroportio.; to the  joint 

means and resulte achieved,   including the  short and  long-term financing 

necessary to rural development. 

Tho combino develops the principles and Iraws up +nie long-term programmo for 

76,718 agricultural holdings owning ??6,170 hectares of arable land,  131,277 head    of 

cattle and 1.8*;,i.e.' head    of pigs. 

On the basis of this concept,  the relations and mutual economic interests are 

developed to an increasing degree. 

Development of cybernetic information systems 

Itoe present forms oi business reports - monthly, quarterly and yearly - used on 

the combine and in the integrated organizations cannot satisfy the needs of such a 

complex organization.    They do not permit the continuous investigation of internal 

reserves mr the systematic improvement of the organization's operations. 

Modern management requires that operations be investigated,  estimated and followod— 

up at short intervals - daily,   ten-day periods and monthly-in the interests of .,.£.. 

effeotive administi^ation. 

Ike basic objective of the develcptient and improvement of business information 

systems is to provide a sound basis for business decisions and for the improvement 

of business polioy as the first oompenent in management leading on to planning, 

organine reoording, controlling, analysing and informing. 

In order to eliminate the information shortcomings of tho past and to provide 

a cybernetic approach to organisation the combine Btarted to develop a cybernetic 

information system. 

All the processes in the combine and its integral parts are performed through 

management according to established sequences!    issuance of duties or plans, execution 

of duties or organization and regulation of business processes and analytic control of 

business processesi    a feedback system.      ' 
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Proper feedback ensures proper .-nanagoment.  rhu»,  n the basis of precisely 

controlled information, the business system of tuo combine can be kept within the 

framework defined in the plant and adjustment* or cTti^iz;^icn procesaos effected 

when nscessary. 

On the basis of this system the real business information needs of the working 

organization of this complexity and diversification can bo met at the following level« 

a) Information required for the management of certain organisational 

componente (basic organizations and production units); 

b) Information required for the management of business groups! 

c) Information required for individual parts of tho business policy of the combinai 

d) Information required for the co-ordination of the whole business policy. 

In developing this cybernetic information system, the combine has decided to 

develop the programme side of business information for the needs of the infoimtion 
user«. 
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